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New product previews
New products are at the very heart of TFWA World Exhibition. This year sees the biggest ever
exhibition and many new brands, meaning even more exciting and innovative new products than
ever before. Here, we highlight a broad selection of the new launches at the show.

Day Tripping
Tommy Hilfiger’s Fall/Winter 2012
womenswear collection is described as
a daring blend of classic and new prep.
There is a strong menswear influence
throughout, reflecting the playful,
tomboy spirit of the Tommy woman.
Memorable looks are created by using
layers upon layers and mixing it up
with patterns, textures, colour blocking
and broken silhouettes. The collection
– Day Tripping – features three fashion
groups: Urban Picnic, Antiquing and
Winter Beach.
Urban Picnic is inspired by nature,
featuring relaxed sophistication, warm
proportional layering and classics with a
contemporary twist. Familiar fabrics are
present in new or rich combinations, such
as wool with twill, and leather details.
With Antiquing, key details include
being worn/weathered/washed, or
handmade, with an eclectic preppy mix.
Pieces include a duffle coat, sweater

coats, quilted and padded jackets,
Fairisle patterns, checked shirts,
striped knits, and crazy combos.
Winter Beach features a weathered,
seafaring inspiration, with modern
winter textures, layered looks, soft
plaids, unexpected combinations,
modern tweed, herringbone, and
relaxed, contrasting fabric details.
The Fall/Winter 2012 menswear
collection features the same three
fashion groups. Antiquing includes
thicker fabrics such as fleece,
leather and wool, with surprising
details. Urban Picnic is inspired by
nature, with pieces including chunky
woollen sweaters and quilted and
padded jackets, all with unexpected
preppy twists. Winter Beach features
striking jumpers, coats and jackets
with a strong seafaring influence.
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Iconic
footwear
Fratelli Rossetti’s spring-summer 2013
collection includes a new version of
YACHT – it’s iconic moccasin designed for
wearing without socks. The new contemporary guide features a more tapered
silhouette, while retaining all of the
features that have defined it for almost
half a century: the breathable green
towelling lining, the thin, ultra-light

sole and the soft insole. The colours of
the spring-summer 2013 collection are
classic white/blue and white/red characteristic shades of the summer season.
“We are proud to support the tradition
of Italian footwear by giving a new lease
of life to the cult models that helped
make the history of our trends,” say
Diego, Dario and Luca Rossetti. “In
creating the YACHT range, our father
was the first to open up the way for
research into footwear created for
different needs. Because a certain
world always walks in Rossetti.”
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Elegant fragrance
Parfums Berdoues will present a
new look for its Mademoiselle Jacadi
fragrance for girls at TFWA World
Exhibition, in what is described as a
refined and contemporary creation.
The design embodies Parisian
fashion, chic, and elegant detail.
The fragrance remains unchanged,
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with fresh and sweet notes of orange
sorbet and nectarine. Both tender
with the flowery scent of rose and
fruity with lychee notes, the fragrance
unfolds into a rich and enveloping
vanilla base.
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Versatile
shawls
Rosafox is celebrating its 20th anniversary
with a new collection of shawls. Glamorous Rosafox shawls have been designed
for the ladies who love to wear quality
products. The versatile shawls are made
of wool, silk and their combination and
decorated with farmed Finnish Blue Fox.
All products are manufactured in
Finland using the traditional knowhow of the fur sector. A registered
patent enables Rosafox fur accessories to be washable in water.
The silk shawls, in pretty floral-paisley
prints, are coral red and tropical
turquoise. The earth colour combinations
and brilliant black add luxury to the most
demanding customer’s wardrobe. These
sophisticated accessories are made of
100% natural materials.
Rosafox shawls are exported to more
than 20 countries and the company sees
the growing demand for European luxury
brands in China as an opportunity to
expand into this market. Rosafox is also
keen to see its products for sale in duty
free outlets at Chinese airports.

PVM’s
new
novelties
Perfetti Van Melle will be exhibiting a
new range of travel exclusive products at
TFWA World Exhibition, including a new
Chupa Chups license for popular cartoon
characters The Smurfs.
New to the Chupa Chups selection is
the Chupa Chups Smurfs Markers – a
travel pack containing eight markers,
seven lollipops and one Smurf colouring book. Also new in the Chupa Chups
range is the Chupa Chups Pouch Bag
Exotic Tropic, consisting of 25 lollipops
in Banana & Strawberry and Coconut
& Pineapple flavours. The lollipops are
covered with little spots that give them
a different outlook, feeling and flavour
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sensation. New as well are the Chupa
Chups Backpacks – a red monkey
backpack and a blue crocodile backpack
with yellow straps for children.
The Mentos brand sees some new
arrivals with the Mentos Jumborolls
Tutti Frutti; each Jumboroll contains
six single rolls of Bubblegum
flavoured candy.
Also new from PVM is the Mix of Minis
Bag – a combination bag of Perfetti’s
best selling sweets: Mentos Mini rolls
(Strawberry/Orange/Lemon and Cola
flavours), Chupa Chups Mini Lollipops
(Strawberry/Orange/Cherry and Cola
flavours) and Fruittella pixels. Each
Mix of Minis bag contains 36 pieces.
Perfetti will also be showcasing a
new product by Russian brand Meller;
Meller White Jumboroll is a combination of chewy caramel with a soft white
chocolate filling.

Mediterranean
Village N11
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Surf’s up
Maui Jim will present its newest
sunglass style for water sports at TFWA
World Exhibition. Surf Rider is a sleek
new mid-size, wrap-style design that
is said to be perfect for protecting your
eyes while catching a wave. Designed
for active lifestyles, the frames are
high-grade, injection moulded nylon
that is lightweight and tough; the fixed,
saddle-style nose bridge is embedded
with rubber for extra staying power, and
all of the nickel/silver spring hinges
are anti-corrosive and can withstand
exposure to salt water.

Light
and
Nature
Furla is launching its Spring Summer
2013 Collection at TFWA World Exhibition. The inspiration for the collection
comes from Light and Nature. The way
that light shines through objects, through
water, through leaves and petals,
creating outlines and shadows, muted
colours, natural graphic patterns and
shapes. The colours of nature are very
much the mood, with a high emphasis on
the use of green shades, such as olive,
lime, pistachio and emerald, along with
other naturals, plus white and off-white
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Surf Rider comes in three colour options:
Black with Blue Interior and Neutral Grey
lenses and Black Stripe with Neutral
Grey lenses for bright sunny days, plus
Tortoise with HCL Bronze lenses for
variable light conditions. The lightweight
sunglasses use Maui Jim’s proprietary
PolarizedPlus2 lens technology, which
features up to nine layers of protection
on each lens to block 100% of UV rays
and 99.9% of glare while significantly
enhancing colours with three embedded
rare earth elements.
The Surf Rider sunglasses also have
SuperThin Glass lenses that are 20%
thinner and lighter than conventional
glass lenses.
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shades such as vanilla and marble.
Spring Summer 2013 sees the introduction of new seasonal lines, carry-over
lines, a special evening bag project
and the incredibly successful Candy
Collection. A number of lines are being
highlighted as of particular relevance and
interest to travel retail. Best selling lines
such as Paper Moon, Tribe, Piper, and
Candy will continue to be at the core of
the collection, along with new additions
such as Olimpia, Venus, Penelope and
Sonia and restyled versions of Gemini
and Diamante.
Gerry Munday, Furla Head of Travel
Retail, said: “I am really excited about
the Spring Summer Collection – it’s
innovative, clever, and stylish, whilst at
the same time functional, commercial
and with elements of great fun.”
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Extreme
skincare
Ahava Dead Sea Laboratories is showcasing
the new Extreme Radiance Lifting Mask –
the latest addition to the Time to Revitalize
range – at TFWA World Exhibition. All of the
formulas in this range are powered by the
Extreme Complex, a breakthrough formula
that helps to reduce wrinkle depth, enhance
firmness and restore youthfulness.
The Extreme Radiance Lifting Mask is a
mineral-based active mask, which helps
to create a firmer and more radiant
look. Thanks to the sophisticated
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technology, after only 10 minutes, the
skin is visibly soothed.
The unique formula is based on resilient natural ingredients sourced from
extreme areas of the globe. Osmoter is
Ahava’s proprietary Dead Sea mineral
compound for facilitating skin hydration,
while beta-carotene is a rich Dunaliella
Algae – a one-of-a-kind Dead Sea algae
– with natural, age-delaying properties.
Himalayan botanic extracts that are
effective in delaying the wrinkling
process and repairing skin damage are
also used, as well as rare Argan Oil
from Morocco, which gives an instant
radiance-promoting and lifting effect.

Graceful
jewellery
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Eco-friendly
plush toys
New exhibitor
Aurora World is exhibiting the YooHoo
& Friends plush range at this year’s
show, where the company is making its
first appearance. The brand is based
on rare and/or endangered species and
aims to deliver a universally understood
eco-friendly message.
The 25 main YooHoo & Friends characters are all based on real animals in
their natural habitats around the world,

Sensuous
scents
On the Ajmal stand, the brand new
Taaj Al Raas male fragrance is
being highlighted. The dark oriental
fragrance unfolds with spicy notes of
saffron, cumin and frankincense. The
character of the fragrance is defined
by cedarwood, patchouli and guaiacwood, which sets off with velvety notes
of musk and amber.
Visitors to the stand will also have
an opportunity to preview the Bling
Eau de Parfum 75ml edition. The
best seller offers a rich dose of rose
intertwined with heady woody notes.
This is followed by notes of cinnamon,
rose, guaiacwood, patchouli and musk.
Ajmal will also present Unveil, a unisex
travel retail exclusive scent. A spicy
floral top of nutmeg, black pepper,
clove and cumin is followed by a
heart of dulcet sandalwood combined
with fresh rose and jasmine – an
exotic fusion that rests on a musky
backdrop with a hint of tonka beans.
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French fashion jewellery brand Secret
Wish will unveil its new Butterfly line
of necklaces and bracelets at TFWA
World Exhibition. In addition to these
light and graceful pieces, the 2012
collection comprises a variety of
carefully-priced sets, starting from
€29, which are proving to be popular
fast-moving products, particularly
in the inflight retail channel.
Positioned in the premium segment of
fashion jewellery, Secret Wish creations
are carefully handcrafted using the
best techniques and materials. All
crystal-encrusted pieces are made using
Swarovski Elements.

Ambassadeurs
Village U6

including YooHoo himself who is a bush
baby from Africa.
To date, more than 14 million plush toys
have been sold around the world and it
was awarded the Best Soft Toy of 2011 in
the Independent Toy Awards.
YooHoo & Friends have identifiable
personalities and are supported by a
relevant environmental message behind
the storyline.
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Exclusive
presentation
Bottega Gold is now available in an
exclusive new format, which will be
showcased at TFWA World Exhibition. For
the first time, the sparkling wine is being
presented in a new fashion bag made
from eco-leather.
The grapes used to produce Bottega Gold
come from Valdobbiadene, a picturesque
area near the Alpes of Veneto, which
provides a perfect climate for the native
variety of Glera grape.
The vineyards where the grapes come
from are located exactly in the sweet hills
of the DOCG Conegliano Valdobbiadene
Prosecco area, a highly valuable zone
where the grapes are hand picked.
In this area, located in Eastern Veneto,
about 60km from Venice, the soil guarantees a high concentration of mineral
salts. The exposure of the vineyards
leads to a strong temperature difference
between day and night, thus facilitating
the slow maturing of the grapes. The
result is an enrichment of the fruity
bouquet, which is emphasised by the
sparkling of the fresh must, giving the

wine a symphony of tastes of golden
apple, pineapple and mango.
The gilding of the bottle also serves
to protect the wine against any
source of light, keeping the features
of the grapes unchanged and
giving a longer life to the wine.

Yellow Village A16
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Bold watches
Ice-Watch is showcasing the Ice-World
collection, including the UK model, with
its fashionable Union Jack face. Also
being presented is its best-selling collection – the Sili Forever range, which is
available in 10 bold and luminous colours.
The new collections will be exclusively
revealed at TFWA World Exhibition.
The Ice-Watch brand wants to centralise
and harmonise its offering, while proposing more choices in terms of the flagship
models of the various collections. This
strategic partnership is founded on stronger, more global partnerships with international stakeholders – such as Heinemann
and Aelia– and several local partners.
The Ice-Watch brand is available onboard
more than 55 airlines and 50 duty free
stores – a number expected to double by
mid-2013.
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Aromatic
flavours
Agio Cigars is presenting the Balmoral
Dominican Selection Short Corona at
TFWA World Exhibition. The selection
offers a new model designed to satisfy
the consumer needs of today. With
a beautiful blend of Dominican and
Brazilian tobaccos, the Short Corona is
a short but sturdy cigar and each one is
individually packed in cellophane in order
to guarantee optimum quality.
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Despite its length, this cigar offers a
full aromatic and perfectly balanced
smoking experience. With hints of
vanilla, coffee and cedar, the smoker
will perceive a mild but full taste.
Agio Cigars is also presenting the
completely restyled Panter Travel
Retail Exclusive packs. With several
different launches in past years,
including the Dessert range, the
Panter brand is now a household
name in more than 100 countries
worldwide and has a strong position
among the top 10 leading cigarillo
brands in the world.
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Trendy
gifts
Socatec is unveiling a line of contemporary
travel-related gift items named BAGTAG
DESIGN. Inspired by the bar coded airport
labels attached at check-in and used
for routing passenger luggage, each
BAGTAG DESIGN product is branded with
its respective airport code and name,
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geographical coordinates, airfield altitude,
country code, time zone and flight number.
The line is sleek and colourful. The
introductory product offering consists
of a porcelain mug and espresso cup,
notebook, passport cover, iPhone
case and beach towel. Each product
is available in six iconic destinations:
CDG (Paris), JFK (New York), LAX (Los
Angeles), GIG (Rio de Janeiro), DXB
(Dubaï), and NRT (Tokyo).
There are currently two colour options –
lime green and citrus orange, reflecting
the tag colours used in Europe and the

Youthful
beauty
La Colline is showing two new products at
TFWA World Exhibition. The first of these
is NativAge La Crème Contour des Yeux.
This new product has a high concentration of the revolutionary active ingredient
Cell Life Extender, and is said to be the
first eco-regenerating global anti-aging
care formula capable of transforming
free radicals into water and oxygen – vital
sources of youthful energy for the skin.
This premium skincare cream takes
action against all signs of fatigue and
aging, in order to bring out the full beauty
of the eye contour zone.
Also new is White Flash, which is
described as a light-creating cure. It
features three synergistic skincare formulas that take action to reveal, brighten and
unify a fair, radiant complexion. With the
selective action of LUX-Factor (Lightening
Ultimate X-Factor) on pigmentation spots,
combined with the remarkable antiaging power of the CMAge Complex, the
complexion looks brighter and more even,
glowing with youthful beauty.
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Vanilla
scent
Reminiscence is presenting its new
fragrance – Vanille. It joins a collection of
fragrances that also includes Patchouli,

Luxury
tobacco
KT&G is showcasing a new
luxury tobacco product – Tonino
Lamborghini. Made up of premium
‘smoking leaf’, which represents
only 2% of the world’s tobacco, as
well as Southern European Orient
leaves, it features an enriched taste
that results in a soft and enjoyable experience. It is wrapped with
dual OPP to keep an optimal level

US. The products can be customised
by airports and airlines that wish to
implement their own logo and main
corporate colour.
BAGTAG DESIGN has already been
selected by several major airlines,
airports and duty free operators, such
as Air France, KLM, Thai Airways, Qatar
Duty Free and VINCI Airports.
BAGTAG DESIGN makes an ideal gift or
souvenir for those looking for something
contemporary and unique.

Tea time
New exhibitor

Ambre and Musc. Vanille utilises the
essence of the best quality vanilla from
Tahiti, Madagascar and Uganda.
The head notes are fruity; refreshed by
accents of bergamot, the vanilla is soft,
fruity and tangy. The heart notes are
floral; there is a floral fragrant quality
accompanied by almond-like tones of
heliotrope and the smooth fragrance of
jasmine. The base notes are musky; the
deliciousness of vanilla is augmented
with benzoin balm, tonka bean
and praline.
Vanille is an Oriental, vanilla, amber
fragrance that is described as dreamy
and powerful, innocent and seductive.
It is available in three sizes of Eau de
Toilette – the 20ml version is priced at
€20, the 50ml version at €49 and the
100ml version at €73.

Kusmi Tea is participating at TFWA World
Exhibition in order to enhance its travel
retail presence. Kusmi Tea is already
available in the travel retail market through
Aelia, Heinemann, Nuance, Caviar House
in Europe, and Monalisa in South America.
Kusmi Tea offers a wide range of black
and green tea blends, as well as herbal
infusions, all presented in multi-coloured
baroque-style boxes. At TFWA World
Exhibition, it is presenting the Kusmi
Wellness Teas – an assortment of 24 tea
bags of the various blends within the
Wellness line: DETOX, SWEET LOVE, BE
COOL, ALGOTHE, BOOST and EUPHORIA.
It is the first time the complete Kusmi
Wellness line has been available in
one pack. The 24 muslin tea bags are
individually wrapped and there are four
tea bags per each of the six varieties.
Also available is an assortment of five
miniatures from the Wellness line:
DETOX, SWEET LOVE, BE COOL, BOOST
and EUPHORIA.
EUPHORIA is Kusmi Tea’s latest creation
– an uplifting blend of roasted maté with
scents of chocolate and orange. The
maté plant is known for its energising
properties. When roasted, it creates an
intensely-flavoured blend.
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of moisture and other high-end
materials are utilised, including
an embossed ‘lip release filter’.
The product highlights the TORO
(Fighting Bull in Italian) emblem on
top of the packet, the charismatic
symbol of the Lamborghini family, to
express strength and progressiveness,
along with unique exclusivity as a
premium product with detailed design
and a refined colour balance between
yellow and black.
The new Tonino Lamborghini comes in
two types, L6 and L8, with tar at 6.0mg
and 8.0mg respectively.

Marine Village S14
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Edible innovations
Goldkenn’s new confectionery innovations include a broad range of novelties
and delicious new recipes. The core
collection has also been reviewed, offering updated variants of firm favourites,
such as the famous Goldkenn Goldbar.
New novelties for 2013 include the
Crystal Goldbar Cacao Croquant – a
sumptuous box containing 20 pralines
blended to a special Goldkenn premium
recipe. Each individually wrapped
Swiss milk chocolate contains a dash of
miniature cocoa sprinkles for an intense
chocolate sensation in every bite.
The Exclusive Metal Goldbar in a striking metal case is an exciting variation
on the original Goldkenn Goldbar. The
eye-catching collector’s tin holds 20
pralines formulated to a premium recipe
– the Goldkenn ‘Noblesse’ blend of fine
Swiss milk chocolate accentuated with
slivers of hazelnuts and almonds.
The Exclusive Bar Caramelized
Hazelnuts is a bar of premium milk
chocolate embellished with a scattering
of caramelised hazelnuts. In terms of
the packaging, a clear panel reveals the
sumptuous contents.
Goldkenn is also revealing an innovation
that blends Swiss milk chocolate with a
hint of quality sea salt – Exclusive Bar

Grey
Goose
launches
Cherry
Noir
Salted Butter Caramelized Crisps. It
is described as a singular experience,
reserved for special moments.
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The international premiere of Grey Goose
Cherry Noir is taking place at TFWA World
Exhibition. It is the first new flavour launch
from Grey Goose in the last five years.
Grey Goose Cherry Noir is a masterful
blend of Grey Goose vodka and the finest
cherries, including rare black cherries

handpicked in French Basque Country.
At the heart of the exceptional flavour is
Grey Goose vodka, made with the finest
French wheat and blended with pure
spring water from the Cognac region.
The 100% natural essence of ripe
cherries is then expertly blended with
Grey Goose under the supervision of
the Grey Goose Maître de Chai (cellar
master), François Thibault.
Grey Goose Cherry Noir represents
the bold, rich and sensuous side of the
super-premium category leader. The
new flavoured vodka has an aroma of
fresh cherries and sweet red fruits. Its
dark fruit flavours and layers of spice are
followed by a long, warm, lingering finish.

Bay Village
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Wonderful wines

All-round
style
Cerruti 1881 is exhibiting on a brand
new stand designed by Machina
Srl. A range of products will be
presented in the exhibition, including leather goods, watches, writing
instruments, fragrances, eyewear,
ties, scarves and jewellery.
The company’s products are already
available in a number of key airports,
such as Venice, Dubai and Hong Kong,
as well as onboard a number of airlines,

including Emirates, Qantas, Air China
and British Airways.
The new stand for this year’s TFWA
World Exhibition has been created in
collaboration with Italian architect Paolo
Pellegrini from Machina.
Among the new products that will be
presented will be sunglasses in neo
vintage style with discreet fashionable
details such as engraved herringbone
glass arms. ‘Cubo’, an award-winning
design fountain pen is also being
showcased, as is ‘Geena’, a folding
shopping bag for women, which comes
in a range of trendy colours. Vintage
style watches will also be on show on the
Cerruti 1881 stand.

Gerard Bertrand is celebrating a year of
success in 2012, with new listings, range
extensions, and the opening of new travel
retail outlets. It will present a number of
new products at TFWA World Exhibition.
Legend Vintage features fortified wines
from exceptional vintage years, which are
presented in individual luxury wooden
boxes. The bottles are numbered and have a
limited distribution by allocation only. Retail
prices range from €140 to €10,000.
Code Rouge, in its red bottle, is a very
innovative and high-end version of Crémant
de Limoux, coming with a full marketing
package featuring dedicated glasses,
buckets, magnums and jeroboams.
Prima Nature is a very innovative product
range, featuring wines without added
sulfites or additives; this is a particularly
attractive concept for those who are
concerned by health issues and
sustainable development.
Chateau La Sauvageonne Pica Broca: AOP
Terrasses du Larzac Coteaux du Languedoc
is made with highly matured Grenache and
Syrah grapes of outstanding quality, from an
exceptional terroir north-west of Montpellier at the gateway of the Causse du Larzac.
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Habanos
limited edition
Habanos is presenting its third limited
edition of 2012 – Montecristo 520. The
limited editions are eagerly awaited
each year by enthusiasts worldwide;
they are characterised by sizes that do
not appear in the usual range of the
brand portfolio, and are distinguished
by careful selection of the leaves –
wrapper, filler and binder – which
have been aged for at least two years.
The Montecristo 520 Limited Edition
2012 commemorates the 520th
anniversary of the arrival of Cuban
tobacco to Europe. This edition
provides all of the aroma and taste of
the classic Montecristo blend, with its
characteristic medium to full flavour.
Montecristo 520 is 55 ring gauge and
155mm in length. It is available in a
special labelled box containing 10
units. It is a totally handmade long
filler, with selected leaves coming
from the Vuelta Abajo zone in Cuba.
The wrapper dressing these Habanos
comes from the top leaves of the
Tapado – shade grown – black Cuban
tobacco plant. This wrapper is usually
darker than the wrappers of the
brand’s regular range sizes.

Meanwhile, Habanos has also produced
a new book – ‘The World of the Habano’ –
which contains all essential information
on Habanos and its brands.

Bay Village Bay 23
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Disney time
Gerzon Duty Free is presenting the new
Disney children’s watches at this year’s
TFWA World Exhibition as an airline
exclusive. The range – Disney Time
Teachers – is made of stainless steel in
Disney’s most famous themes.
The watches are a great learning tool for
children. The simple design and easy to read
dial help children to read the time easily.
With ‘hour’ and ‘minute’ written on the
hands, they learn the difference in no time.
The hypo-allergenic stainless steel
case and buckle make the watches safe
and durable; the watches are free from
lead, nickel, mercury and cadmium.
The watches come in well-known Disney
character themes. Current themes
include the Disney Pixar Cars movies;
Disney Princess Castle with Cinderella;
Toy Story with Woody and Buzz Lightyear;
and Disney Classics with Mickey Mouse.
Gerzon Duty Free offers Disney watches
for inflight and duty free ground sales.
The exclusive inflight watches are
presented in magical Disney tins. The
ground collections are presented in
window boxes that are attractively
presented on a Disney spinner.

Iconic
sunglasses
Luxottica is showcasing a new addition
to the Ray Ban Tech collection. While
past seasons’ models featured materials such as carbon fibre and titanium,
LiteForce is now being used for the
first time ever in eyewear. LiteForce is
a cutting-edge thermoplastic material
that delivers exceptional lightness and
resistance. The material has previously provided niche solutions for the
automobile, aerospace, electronics
and medical industries. Applied to the
iconic Ray-Ban Aviator model and to a
squared active model, LiteForce offers
the same resistance as a traditional
frame and even greater flexibility. The
Aviator model is available in glossy
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black, green, brown and matte blue.
Meanwhile, the squared Ray-Ban model
is ultra-light and ultra-thin, and is available with a glossy black, green, brown
or matte blue front.
Luxottica is also presenting the Oakley
Autumn/Winter 2012 collection. Oakley
Frogskins is an evergreen classic; a new
limited edition – Blacklight Frogskins
– is being introduced. It features incredible colour combinations sensitive to
black light – the frame illuminates in
the dark, producing a strong visual
contrast. Other Oakley models being
showcased include new Jupiter
Squared styles.
The women’s sun collection features
Oakley Pampered sunglasses,
which have a round, cat-eye design.
Meanwhile, Oakley Sweet Spot is
said to strike the perfect balance
between femininity and design.

Riviera Village RG8
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Fashion
flair
Lacoste is showcasing brand new
additions to its portfolio, featuring modern
takes on classics and contemporary new
and colourful products, at TFWA World
Exhibition. These include the L.12.12.
Polo Shirt; no display by Lacoste would
be complete without the presence of the
iconic polo shirt, created by the tennis
player Rene Lacoste. The ‘petit pique’
jersey knit gives the Lacoste polo its
unique personality and exceptional quality.
This fine mesh knit, with its honeycomb
structure, ensures true comfort. There
are 90 variations of the Lacoste polo,
which is offered in 55 colours, with the
range being updated each season.
This season, Lacoste goes mini with the
release of two smaller versions of its
iconic luxury bag – the Cathy Bag. The
utility bag will be available in three new
seasonal colours, complementing the
original classic black leather model with
navy or khaki velvet calfskin and also
dark grey-grained leather.
Meanwhile, the Spring/Summer 2013
collection sees the introduction of new
sportswear backpacks. Available in 12
colours, the collection is available in small
(adapted for women) and large (for men).
Features include: Reinforced laptop and
mobile pockets; padded back and non-slip
shoulder straps; fully lined; outside
zipped pocket; and leather zip puller.
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Chocolate
cocktails
Anthon Berg’s new chocolate liqueurs
will be taking centre stage on the
company’s stand at TFWA World
Exhibition. Each pack of the Chocolate

Cocktails includes a selection of small
bottles made from smooth, dark
chocolate with liquid cocktail fillings.
The new product contains a mix of four
delicious cocktails that rank among the
world’s top 10 favourite mixed drinks.
The four cocktails are the Cosmopolitan,
Margarita, Strawberry Daiquiri and the
Kicking Mojito. For the new product,
Anthon Berg has updated the box design
as well as the bottle design.
Another new and exciting product,
Milk Chocolate truffles, is also being
presented. This is the new line extension
of the very successful line of individually
wrapped treats launched in 2011.
The line currently consists of four
varieties: Nougat pralines, Caramel
pralines, Fruit in Marzipan and Marzipan
Bars. The Milk Chocolate variety is
being introduced in 2013 and comes
in three flavours: A touch of Vanilla, A
touch of Sweet Tea, and A touch
of Cinnamon.

Misaki is also showcasing its new
Shark Watch Collection at TFWA World
Exhibition. The watches, inspired by the
graceful silhouette of the shark, are
now available for women, while there
are also exciting new colours for men.
The watches sport a stylish, chic design.
The Shark watches are available in nine
brand new designs and boast an array of
beautiful colour combinations. They have
either a silicone or a leather strap.

INCC Group is exhibiting the first fragrance
for men from Mercedes-Benz. The
vibrant and distinctive fragrance is said to
reinterpret and enhance the luxury world
of Mercedes-Benz, and is presented in a
luxurious, yet masculine shaped bottle.
The top notes combine citrus fruits,
bergamot from Calabria and mandarin
orange from Italy with violet leaves, giving
a sense of originality. The heart of the
fragrance plays on a contrast between
the aquatic notes of cascalone and the
powdery accents of violet. The vibration
is provided by spices, bourbon pepper
and nutmeg. The woody base notes mix
essences of cedar, vetiver and patchouli,
providing a fragrance full of contrasts and
warm masculinity. The result is a woody,
floral and fresh fragrance.
The bottle design expresses the MercedesBenz brand values: sleek lines, technical
expertise, functionality, ergonomics and
performance. Engraved at the base of
the bottle is the Mercedes-Benz brand
emblem – the three-pointed star. The star
brings the solid block of glass to life and
outlines its cylindrical shape. The star is
also embossed like a seal at the top of
the heavy black cap, circled in silver. It is a
masculine, sleek, sophisticated bottle.
The product range includes Eau de
Toilette natural sprays in three sizes –
40ml, 75ml and 120ml. There is also a
120ml after-shave natural spray, a 100ml
after-shave balm, a 200ml shower gel,
and a 75g alcohol-free deodorant stick.

Yellow Village E26
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Glam
Reloaded
Misaki is presenting its new AW 2012/2013
jewellery collection – Glam Reloaded.
The collection is inspired by the quality
and craftsmanship synonymous with the
glamorous Art Deco era. Glam Reloaded
is a modern and graphic collection, with a
focus on powerful shapes with a modern,
creative chic touch.
Composed of a range of pieces with
contemporary and graphically exotic
contours, the perfect smoothness of
Misaki pearls is combined with luxurious
metallic finishes and natural leathers to
create a strong, fashion-forward collection.
Each piece is an eclectic interpretation of
Art Deco influences, integrating stylistic
elements. Featuring iconic pieces such
as METROPOLIS, RIBBON, CLEOPATRA,
COCO and GALA in cool and minimalistic
colour combinations, the collection is said
to exemplify a highly stylised and luxurious
universe full of glamorous promises.

Star
scent

Red Village M24
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Fun from
Ferrero
Ferrero is presenting the new Kinder
gifting range ahead of its launch into
travel retail in 2013. Among the new
lines is the Kinder Choco Box, which
not only contains four Kinder Chocolate bars and four Kinder Country
bars, but also becomes a cute money
box, which is personalised with
Looney Tunes cartoon characters.
Also new is the Kinder Chocolate
32-bar pack, the best selling item in
the Kinder travel range, which is being
relaunched this year with a Looney
Tunes soccer game on the packaging.
The Looney Tunes theme is also
carried over to the Kinder Surprise
4-pack. Each egg-shaped chocolate
comes with one of eight Looney Tunes
characters.
Ferrero is also presenting the new
Airbus Kinder Surprise 5-pack, which
comes with a complete collection of
five model Airbus A330-300 planes
in Airbus, Asiana, Lufthansa, Turkish
Airlines and Kinder colours.
The packaging is transparent to
reveal the Kinder Surprise chocolates
inside. The gift pack also folds out
to make an attractive display case
into which the model aircraft can be
placed, making this a very special gift
for Kinder fans, aircraft enthusiasts
and collectors alike.

Redesigned rum
Siglo de Oro by Brugal is being presented
at this year’s TFWA World Exhibition.
Brugal has chosen to relaunch this
newly redesigned expression exclusively
to European travel retail. Designed to
build on the traditional market for rum
in Spain, Siglo De Oro will meet growing
consumer tastes for super premium
rums. It was exclusively launched at
the Brugal Bar in Terminal 4 of MadridBarajas Airport on 13 September.
Siglo de Oro was created in 1988 to
celebrate the 100th Anniversary of the
Brugal Family Legacy passed down by D.
Andrés Brugal Montaner, a Catalán entrepreneur who created, in Puerto Plata, some
of the most desirable and premium rums.
“The Warehouses of Ron Brugal have
over 250,000 casks aging under constant
supervision and expert care,” said Franklin Báez Brugal, President of Brugal

Green Village J35

5in1
cream
Nivea is presenting the new NIVEA BB
Cream 5in1 Beautifying Moisturizer. It
is said this new product can quickly and
effectively turn tired skin radiant. It provides
all skin types with moisture, protects and
smooth complexions, and evenly covers any
imperfect areas of the skin.
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& Co. “Brugal Siglo de Oro is a unique
blend of rums which has matured over
time in American white oak casks. The
basis of its formulation is the oldest used
by any Caribbean rum producer.”

Green Village M53
The unique formula offers five important
properties: It evens the skin tone and
refines the appearance of pores; it covers
imperfections such as blemishes, signs
of fatigue, dark eye rings, colour spots,
reddish skin colour and fine lines; it
illuminates complexion, boosting skin’s
natural skin tone; it provides light, fast
absorbing moisture; and it helps to
protect the skin from sunlight induced
environmental influences and premature
ageing with SPF 10.
The innovative ingredient Hydra IQ
stimulates the skin’s own production of
aquaporins, which are water channels in
the cell membrane that are responsible
for the exchange and transport of water
in the skin cells. Provitamin B5 improves
the skin’s ability to absorb moisture, and
the formula with Shea Butter nourishes
the skin with a complex of diverse fats
and vitamins.
There are two versions: NIVEA BB
Cream 5in1 Beautifying Moisturizer light,
and NIVEA BB Cream 5in1 Beautifying
Moisturizing medium to dark.

Elegant
fashions
Pal Zileri is showcasing its S/S 2013
collection. The choice of fabrics tends
towards natural materials, such as
wools, silks and linens. Colours include
mid greys mixed with lavender blue
teamed with lavender accessories;
meanwhile, solid Naples blues are
crossed with a brilliant cyclamen that
picks up on the threads of the design.
The light greys are enhanced by antique
pinks in various nuances. The more
summery garments in the collection
include pastel jackets in wool, linen and
mohair with light horn buttons.
Exclusive fabrics feature special summertime blends, such as wool-linen-mohair,
or wool-silk-linen and cashmere.
The blazer is revisited with details
including gingham linings, and thin
stripes with coloured piping. Mosaic
shirts are again a signature Pal Zileri
proposal, with sophisticated detailing.
High-end casual wear features an
Italian-made segment showcasing luxury
materials. There are ultra-light materials for waterproof and field jackets in
cotton and silk with leather detailing.
There is ultra comfort with waterproof
stretch nylon. Meanwhile, there are also
ultra sophisticated materials like selfcoloured crêpe linens in twisted yarn.

Bay Village Bay 1
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Tempting chocolates
Guylian is introducing new packaging
concepts for its Guylian’s Temptations,
which are individually wrapped premium
Belgian chocolates. They come in the
trademark Guylian seahorse shape and are
filled with three popular flavours – Original
Praliné, Dark Praliné and Milk Truffle.
The Guylian’s Temptations range is
being extended with a new 537g duty
free style pouch pack, which is large and
convenient and designed to suit all needs
– from impulse buying for personal
consumption to everyday sharing. A
smaller 131g pouch pack is an ideal
format for self-indulgence. Meanwhile,
the new golden box of Guylian’s Temptations is hand decorated and finished with
gold ribbon, making it the ideal choice
for a luxurious gift.
Another new addition to the Guylian range
is Perlines – a smooth centre made from
a blend of the signature Guylian hazelnut
praliné and creamy milk chocolate truffle
filling, covered with finest Belgian chocolate and decorated with fine chocolate
lines. There is a choice of milk, dark or

white chocolate. The new range is available in Guylian’s trademark square and
rectangular gift boxes.
Guylian is also presenting a new luxury gift
concept combining the original marbled
seahorse chocolates with a dark variation.
The 184g box contains 16 pieces.

Mediterranean
Village P13

Innovative eye care
Sea & Sky Supply will showcase the
‘Extra’ range of Polaroid Contact Lens
Solutions, which it is distributing in duty
free and travel retail worldwide. The
range has been designed specifically
with the traveller in mind.
New to market is Beauty Eye Drops Extra,
which comprises five 0.35ml eye drop
ampoules containing pro-vitamin B5. The
drops are preservative-free and suitable
for anyone, including contact lens wearers.
Pro-vitamin B5 hydrates and moisturises,
providing a soothing experience for tired,
irritated eyes. The real innovation is in
the packaging. Not only are the eye drops
packaged in the single-use ampoules, but
they also come in a resealable bag which
keeps the ampoules clean, ensuring fresh
drops on every application. There is also a
handy mirror in the pack, a perfect accessory to allow immediate application no
matter where you are.

Masculine
scent

The range also includes Contactspod – a
disposable contact lens case that comes
pre-filled with a sterile multi-purpose
solution. The size of a make-up compact,
the Contactspod provides single-use,
airtight storage for contact lenses when
removed during travelling or on holiday.
Once lenses are inserted into the sterile
solution contained within the pods, the case
closes to form an airtight seal, keeping
lenses hydrated and safe for up to 24 hours.

Blue Village G31

Iconic
timepieces
Rotary Watches is presenting a new
Swiss-made collection of iconic ladies
and gents timepieces. Consisting of a
capsule collection of just eight bracelet
models, the ‘Verbier’ collection consists
of four gents automatic models and four
ladies models, including a truly stunning
rose gold ladies diamond set model.
Rohanne Collis, European Marketing &
Sales Manager stated that “this collection fuses timeless styling with contemporary watch craftsmanship providing
the perfect gift”.
Rotary is also launching the Rotary
Les Originales ‘Jura’ collection. This is
particularly exciting as the Swiss-made
collection is assembled using Rotary
Watches’ first collection of proprietary
movements – Calibre R.1000.21 – and
represents a landmark launch for the
Swiss watch brand. “This is a major
landmark in our 117-year history; it
demonstrates that we are movement
manufacturers unlike many of our
higher-end peer group,” added Collis.
These stylish models are all automatics, with sapphire glass on the front
and back, while each timepiece
features 21 jewels within the
movement for excellent precision.
Collis concluded: “Along with our
fantastic new products, we are also
looking forward to showcasing our
new island display unit designed
specifically with airports in mind
in order to maximise space.”

Puig is showcasing the new male
premium fragrance Prada Luna
Rossa. The fragrance evolved from the
pursuit of excellence. It is a scent with
a reverence for the natural world and
a passion for innovation. The striking
bottle and outer packaging reflect the
confluence of nature and technology.
Blended by Daniela Andrier, Prada
Luna Rossa reinterprets traditional
ingredients. There is a wave of
aromatic freshness through the scent,
conveying strength and dynamic
energy. The backbone of the fragrance
is a modern interpretation of lavender.
Bitter Orange Essence is bitter-fresh
and invigorating; the aromatic heart
features lavender, aromatic Clary
Sage and Spearmint Nanah Essences,
which are said to be richly nuanced
and sublime; finally, there is a woody
ambery signature – the dynamic
paradox of synthetic and natural
ingredients brings a warm sensuality.
The bottle is inspired by the
technological excellence and sleek
beauty of extreme sailing boats.
The glass bottle’s metal carapace
cut with vertical apertures reveals
the silver juice inside. The dark,
stormy silvers of the bottle are shot
through with an iconic red line.
Prada Luna Rossa is available in three
Eau de Toilette sizes – 50ml, 100ml
and 150ml. The range also includes
a 125ml aftershave lotion, a 200ml
shower gel and a 150ml deodorant.

Riviera Village RE19
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Exquisite jewellery
Buckley London is introducing
several new and exciting collections
at TFWA World Exhibition. These
include the new ‘Million Dollar’
collection from Attwood & Sawyer and
the award-winning ‘I love you bracelet’, which won the award for ‘Best
new in-flight product’ at ARC London
2012. The exciting tone continues
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with the introduction of the 2013
in-flight collection with new designs
and new packaging. For its ground
shop partners, Buckley Jewellery is
presenting a price point ring collection and a new range of retail stands.
Also making its formal debut at
TFWA World Exhibition is Bouton,
the company’s premium 925 silver

brand. Following a successful launch
at TFWA Asia Pacific Conference
& Exhibition in May, this exquisite
fine jewellery collection will be
showcased with new designs and
a range of premium retail display
equipment.

Red Village H4
www.tfwa.com
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Distinctive
coffee liqueur

Building on the growing momentum of
the highly successful Patrón XO Café
coffee liqueur, Patrón Spirits International is now launching Patrón XO Cafe
Dark Cocoa in global travel retail. It is the
first brand extension to be developed for
the Patrón XO Cafe line of ultra-premium
coffee liqueurs.
The new Patrón XO Cafe Dark Cocoa
combines high-quality Patrón Silver

Funky
colours
Bright, strong and funky colours are
proving a major aid to impulse sales for
Travel Blue’s range of travel accessories.
At this year’s TFWA World Exhibition, the
company will be highlighting its range
of security products, luggage straps
and pouches in fluorescent colours.
These include TSA High Security key and
combination padlocks, plus Identi Key
travel padlocks, in colours such as red,
yellow, turquoise, sky blue and spring
green, as well as security baggage straps
in distinctive coloured polypropylene.
A new item is ‘le Pocket’ – a multi-usage

www.tfwa.com

tequila and the light essence of coffee
with an extraordinary chocolate flavour
– the result is a unique and enjoyable
ultra-premium liqueur.
“Patrón XO Cafe has quickly become
one of the fastest-growing products
in our portfolio, and the success and
excitement surrounding this brand has
definitely energised the coffee liqueur
category overall,” said John McDonnell,
Chief Operating Officer, Patrón Spirits
International. “When we looked at how
we could build on what makes Patrón XO
Cafe so special, chocolate was such a
natural fit.”
The high-quality Criollo variety of
chocolate in Patrón XO Cafe Dark Cocoa
is produced in Mexico’s Tabasco region.
The coffee comes from the Mexican
states of Veracruz and Chiapas. The
taste is dry, not sweet like many other
coffee liqueurs; the finish is smooth, yet
dry. It is packaged in the eye-catching
handmade Patrón XO Cafe glass bottle.
The label and outer box are accented in
bold red.

Green Village H36
pouch for mobile phone, digital camera
and other personal items. Made of high
quality, water-resistant Neoprene, the
pocket comes with belt loop to simply
slide onto a belt. Colours are citrus
yellow, fuschia pink or mint blue.
“The locks and straps are proving to be
tremendously popular,” said Director of
Travel Retail Jonathan Smith. “Not only
do the bright colours attract the traveller to the whole range of products that
we offer, they are fantastic for suitcase
recognition. At very reasonable prices,
they are the perfect impulse buy item
providing additional sales for retailers.”
Every item sold by Travel Blue is
covered by its ‘Free-lost-found’ service,
with each product carrying a unique ID
code that can be registered online.

Red Village M24
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Natural
tobacco
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Scandinavian Tobacco Group is
showcasing Natural American Spirit,
a pioneer brand in the segment
of additive-free tobacco products,
which this year celebrates its 30th
anniversary. Natural American Spirit
is said to stand for uncompromisingly high-class tobacco, which
consists exclusively of itself: natural,
pure tobacco without preservatives, flavouring and wetting agents
or flavour enhancers. In Natural
American Spirit, the flavour comes
exclusively from the tobacco leaves.
Even today, the smoking Indian chief
on the Natural American Spirit packs
is not just a brand logo, but stands for
an authentic corporate philosophy and
values: the passion for pure tobacco,
and a life in harmony with nature.
Natural American Spirit is now available in several travel retail markets
thanks to the collaboration between
Santa Fe Natural Tobacco Company
and Scandinavian Tobacco Group.

Blue Village D10

Joyful
jewellery
Majorica is presenting its Winter 2012
collections at TFWA World Exhibition,
as well as previewing part of its Spring/
Summer 2013 collection. The star
collection for this winter is Dolce Vita,
which is inspired by the contrast of the
round dark hematite stones, the large
baroque white pearl and the vermeil
metal, giving an elegant yet warm and
joyful feeling to these creations.
Majorica is also showing Modern
Metals – its first rhodium-plated
steel-base collection with a more
casual, urban and large chain look.
Finally, it is exhibiting a collection that
it describes as its New Classic, with
very fine, minimalistic and soft shapes.

Yellow Village F54

Stunning
watches

Super
cream
3LAB is presenting its Super Cream – a
super-powered skin booster with an
advanced, targeted delivery system.
This luxurious, ingredient-rich cream
is said to improve skin tone and texture
in a matter of days. X50 and Intelligent
Targeting Device (ITD) deliver antioxidants and peptides directly to the source
of the problem, combating fine lines,
wrinkles and skin imperfections.
With Super Cream, 3LAB is introducing
‘smart’ technology to skin care. It is
described as being like a GPS system
programmed into your skin cream. The
key ingredients are delivered directly to
the targeted destination – damaged or
aging cells – where they are released
upon impact. The concept was adapted
from the pharmaceutical industry, where
‘smart’ delivery technology enables
medications to target diseased cells.
X-50 and ITD technology deliver skin
rejuvenating peptides right to the cells,
increasing elastin and collagen production. The Super Cream provides effective
whitening and brightening, enhancing
the skin’s luminosity; it also minimises
the appearance of pores and reduces the
appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

With its new 989 series, Skagen Denmark
set out to design a range of watches
that pay homage to the simple forms of
watch-work, with a slight update to give
a nod to contemporary fashion. The 989
series features a minimalist matte dial in
black and grey, with a vertically brushed
outer-ring and simple hourly indicators,
which drop away to a concentric lower
dial that is designed to accentuate the
inventive day and date function. The
vertically brushed case has shined and
bevelled edges, while the watches also
feature genuine leather straps.
Skagen is also showcasing the latest
models in its flagship Ultra Slim model. It
has created an Ultra Slim Ceramic case
in bright white or deep black, housing
matching layered matte dials with a bright
red second hand and steel hourly indicators. These models feature supple genuine
leather matte straps in white and black.
Also being presented at TFWA World
Exhibition is the masculine 890 series – a
duo of watches featuring a shiny steel
case, a gradient dial that radiates out
from silver to charcoal or brown, creating
a sunburst effect, and matching black
or brown genuine Italian leather straps.
These watches also have a precision
Japanese quartz movement and an
inconspicuous day/date function.

Yellow Village H45
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Irish chocolates
Lily O’Brien’s – one of Ireland’s bestloved premium chocolatiers – is exhibiting on the Ireland stand. Using its own
unique recipe of milk, dark and white
chocolate created using the highest
quality cocoa beans, and combined
with the finest of Irish ingredients, Lily
O’Brien’s chocolates are said to deliver
with every delicious mouthful.
Inspired primarily by classic dessert
recipes from across the globe, Lily
O’Brien’s new range of chocolate recipes
and stylish new brand packaging are
being launched exclusively at TFWA
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World Exhibition. Lily O’Brien’s is
showcasing its brand new range
of products for gifting, sharing and
impulse purchase, designed exclusively to cater to the needs of the
travel retail sector.
Visitors to the stand can taste one of
its new mouth-watering chocolate
recipes, including Le Crunch Chocolat,
Zesty Orange Chocolate, Raspberry
Infusion and Hazelnut Torte.

Mediterranean
Village N17
www.tfwa.com
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Premium
gin
Camus is continuing the global roll-out
of Canadian premium gin Ungava. After a
successful regional launch at TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference & Exhibition in May,
Ungava gin has a unique look and taste
which is described as ideal for duty free,
whether as a gift or for self-purchase.
The story behind Ungava gives it unique
appeal to travellers. With total respect for
the environment and Inuit traditions, the
rare plants and berries that impart Ungava
gin’s unique bouquet are picked and
selected by hand. Using only 100% natural
ingredients, the gin is infused with Nordic
Juniper, Wild Rose Hips, Cloudberry,
Crowberry, Arctic Blend and Labrador Tea,
ensuring that Ungava Canadian premium
gin has both a distinctive colour and fresh,
floral and spicy flavour. It can be enjoyed on
the rocks, as well as mixed in both classic
and innovative cocktails.
The contemporary design of the Ungava
bottle offers a sleek shape and clean-cut
lines with thick, pristine glass giving the
brand excellent on-shelf visibility.

Blue Village F11

Passionate
scent
Designer Parfums is showcasing the
seductive new Agent Provocateur
fragrance, Pétale Noir. It is a deep floral
scent with a hint of oriental mystique.
Exquisite oils are subtly layered with
dramatic floral notes at its heart. Accents
of precious woods are enhanced by
musk crystals and sweet, spicy accords.
A beautiful rich vintage rose pink juice
perfectly complements the delicately
tactile bottle, which is etched with a
romantic floral display.
Pétale Noir is presented in a beautifully shaped, sensual bottle. A new
Luxury Body Elixir is being launched
alongside Pétale Noir. This super
smooth elixir leaves the skin feeling
soft, as a blend of natural oils and
babassu oil are easily absorbed.
Pétale Noir is described as tactile
and feminine. Like the woman that
wears it, Pétale Noir is a beautiful
and exquisite creation with a hidden
dark side waiting to be unleashed.
The range includes Eau de Parfums
in three sizes – 30ml, 50ml and 100ml
– as well as a 225ml Pétale Noir Luxury
Body Elixir.

Yellow Village E36
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Gold
standard
Rémy Cointreau Global Travel Retail
is showcasing the Russian Standard
Vodka portfolio at TFWA World
Exhibition. New to the portfolio is the
Russian Standard Gold embossed
luxury bottle.
Russian Standard Gold is a unique
combination of classic vodka and
carefully selected extracts of Siberian
Ginseng, or ‘golden root’ in Russian.
The product packaging – with its
sumptuously embossed gold foiled
label and smart gift box – is said to
embody the true traditions of Russian
generosity and gift giving.
The new embossed bottle for
Russian Standard Gold has an
elegant glass design and cork
closure for ‘popping’ on those special
occasions. Key features of Russian
Standard Gold are highlighted on
the label, including the unusual
ingredient of Siberian Ginseng.
The vodka is produced at Russian
Standard Vodka’s state-of-the-art
distillery in St Petersburg, using the
finest Russian winter wheat from
the southern Steppes of Russia and

Irish
treats
Bewley’s of Ireland is exhibiting for
the first time on the Ireland stand at
this year’s TFWA World Exhibition. The
company is showcasing a wide range of
its award-winning products designed
specifically for the travel retail industry, including teas, coffees, drinking
chocolate, chocolate bars, biscuits and

the softest waters from Lake Ladoga.
It is a rich-styled vodka with aromas of
caramel coupled with warm vanilla and
cinnamon tones.
Russian Standard Gold is available
across Travel Retail in Europe, Middle
East, Africa and Asia Pacific.

Marine Village
Foyer 1A

tinned confectionery.
Aside from its iconic brands and
products, Bewley’s of Ireland – which
was established in 1835 – is known for
its world famous Grafton Street Café in
Dublin. More than 170 years since it was
founded, Bewley’s teas, coffees, cakes
and biscuits continue to be enjoyed in
homes in Ireland and around the world
and the company is now turning its
attention to establishing a presence in
the travel retail market.

Mediterranean
Village N17
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Sweet
scents
Air Val International is launching a range of new fragrances for
children and teens at this year’s
show. Among the new lines is the
Cinderella gift set containing an
Eau de Toilette 30ml with a crown
cap, bath soap petals, a clock door
hanger and a diamond ‘tattoo’.
The Cinderella fragrance opens with
notes of apple, green cucumber and
leafy green, which make way for a
heart of strawberry, fruit and lily

of the valley. It culminates with the
warm scent of vanilla and musk.
Another of the new launches is a
SpongeBob SquarePants gift set. The
set includes an Eau de Toilette 100ml,
a key ring and a door hanger.
The SpongeBob fragrance opens
with a burst of lemon, mandarin and
grapefruit, which is followed by a
heart of rose, lily of the valley, jasmin,
magnolia and lotus. This is followed
by the scent of amber and sandal.
The other new fragrance gift sets that
will be presented by Air Val International include Minnie Mouse, Dora the
Explorer and the The Avengers.

Green Village M50

Modern gin
A new and updated version of Tann’s
Gin is being presented on the Destilerias Campeny stand this year. The new
spirit has been produced in response
to the latest consumer trends. It
is a 100% grain neutral spirit that
combines the predominating taste of
juniper berries with a triple infusion of
10 botanical ingredients that give it a
special and refined touch.
The gin – which is a ‘London Dry’ type
– boasts a well-combined taste thanks
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to the juniper berries, botanical notes
and citric fruits, which are emphasised
by the cardamom, coriander and small
aftertastes of liquorice, rounded by a
non-aggressive alcohol.
The latest version of Tann’s Gin
can be served alone, on the
rocks or in a perfect combination with a tonic or cocktail.

Ambassadeurs
Village U1
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Luxurious
look
The Intense Collection range and brand
new packaging concepts are being
highlighted by Duc d’O Chocolatier.
Initially introduced in 2011, the popular
Intense Collection has undergone a
packaging makeover. White remains as
the main colour, combined with sleek
lines, but more colour has been added
and the logo is larger and more clearly
positioned. A photo of the truffles has
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also been added so the consumer will
know exactly what to expect.
In addition to the milk chocolate
truffle with crunchy biscuit filling,
a white chocolate truffle with
strawberry mousse is also available in 100g and 200g versions.
Duc d’O Chocolatier is also unveiling
new packaging for the Liqueur Pralines
200g. In addition to the classic range, a
modern range with famous brands such
as Amaretto, Limoncello, Saint James
and Cointreau is also available. The new
packaging concept is designed to reflect
the class and style of the product.

Green Village J47

Superb
Scotch
Ian Macleod Distillers is launching its new range of award-winning
Single Malt Scotch Whisky at
TFWA World Exhibition.
The distillery, based in Dumgoyne,
runs its stills slower than anyone
else in Scotland and it took over 18
months to create the new range,
in partnership with top UK design
consultancy Good Creative.
Drawing on Glengoyne’s meticulous
approach, the brief was to clearly
reinforce its position in the crafted
luxury category. Almost 10 years since
Ian Macleod Distillers acquired the
brand, Glengoyne has increased sales

Awardwinning
whisky
The Islay Mist 12 Year Old and 17 Year Old
will be taking centre stage on the MacDuff
International Limited stand in Cannes.
Following on from the success of the Islay
Mist Scotch Whisky range in American
and European domestic markets, MacDuff
is launching Islay Mist 12 Year Old and 17
Year Old for the first time in a one-litre
size at this year’s show. The new size will
be presented in an attractive gifting tube.
Islay Mist Blended Scotch was originally
created on the Scottish island of Islay

Red Village L7

Holographic nails

in 1922 to celebrate the 21st birthday of
Lord Margadale and was created from a
blend of Laphroaig with Speyside malts
and grain whisky. Both the 12 and 17
Year Olds are past winners in the World
Whiskies Awards.

Layla Cosmetics is presenting the
innovative Hologram Effect Nail Polish
at this year’s TFWA World Exhibition.
The new nail polish captures the light,
transforming it into pinwheels of colour
that always look different. The Hologram
Effect Nail Polish is presented with
the Hologram Effect Base File to help
achieve an excellent holographic result.
Layla Cosmetics is also showcasing the
new Softouch Nail Polish. The texturised
polish helps to give an accent to the
pearled particles and adds elegance to
the nail polish look. A total of 12 velvet
shades are available as part of the
Softouch Nail Polish range.

Green Village L56

Green Village L47

Lindt's
latest
launches

Selection ahead of its launch into
travel retail in spring 2013.
The 355g assortment includes milk,
white, dark and hazelnut chocolate
Lindor Balls, and milk, milk-crisp
and milk-hazelnut Napolitains. The
easy-to-carry premium multipack
contains a mini Lindor Tube and
two mini Naps Carrier Boxes.
Also being presented will be the
Gold Selection – a range of the
finest Lindt Pralines and Truffles

Among the latest novelties being
presented from Lindt of Switzerland is the Swiss Miniature
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volumes by 250%. This is against a
backdrop of increasing global sales of
Scotch Whisky, and a trend towards
premium brands in the sector.
Good Creative also created a new
strapline – ‘Worth the wait’ – reinforcing the clear link between craft and
taste. They also redesigned every
bottle label and every carton in the
core range, right down to redrawing the brand crest by hand.
Andy Lane, Glengoyne’s Travel Retail
Director, said: “By repackaging
Glengoyne, we’re underlining our
pioneering approach in this important
market – we’re always looking for ways
to improve our offering. TFWA World
Exhibition is our opportunity to talk to
key buyers about our obsession with
quality, and how we’re reinforcing our
position in the premium sector.”

presented in exclusive golden boxes.
The highly premium gifting product
includes a variety of Passion Chocolat pralines and Lindt Truffles.
A third new line being showcased
is the Lindor Nostalgic Tin, which
offers a selection of four different
Lindor flavours – milk, white, dark
and hazelnut. The tin’s classic design
also makes for an ideal keepsake.
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